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JAPANESE
THE BIG APPLE ENJOYS AN INFUSION OF THE BEST OF JAPAN,
FROM FOOD TO SHOPPING AND EVEN A SAKE-ONLY LIQUOR STORE
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outside. When her plate of piping hot takoyaki
is ready, drizzled with a mayonnaisy sweet
sauce and topped with fluttering bonito, she
surveys the beat-up street and its array of ragtag buildings, searching for a place to sit. Settling on a stoop across the street, she carefully
balances her food and bottle of ramune (a Japanese soda brand that takes it name from the
transliteration of “lemonade”) and digs in.
After lunch, Akashi needs to return to work.
But a visitor with more time could use this
hole in the wall as a jumping-oﬀ point for living Japanese. Best of all, you can do it with one
long walk through the East Village, SoHo and
TriBeCa—and without eating a single maki roll.

has a Chinatown, of course. And Little Italy.
There are also Little Brazil, Koreatown and
other nameless enclaves teeming with Russian
and Dominican immigrants. But even though
there’s no oﬃcial Japantown, people such as
my friend Nori Akashi and 70,000 or so other
expats and Japanese-Americans who live in
the tri-state area have a place to go to immerse
themselves in all things Japan. Akashi, 40, says
she has no idea why the East Village has become
a center of Japanese culture, but walking along
and around St. Mark’s Place, she knows where
to find everything from cozy izakayas to sprawling grocery stores, from a sake-only liquor store
to sake cocktails at a hidden bar.
Today, Akashi, who works for the Japan
National Tourism Organization and has been
in the States since 2001, is excited to finally
sample the limited oﬀerings of Otafuku
(otafukunyc.com), a takeout-only joint on East
Ninth Street so small that a sign outside reads
“Attention: Maximum Occupancy Not to
Exceed 3 Customers.” It specializes in takoyaki
(grilled balls of octopus meat) and okonomiyaki (a savory pancake), two popular Japanese
street foods. Watching as a worker, wearing a
black T-shirt that sports a cartoonish octopus,
squirts batter into a mold, Akashi says, “I’ve
passed this place for five years and have never
been able to get in. It looks really authentic—
that face they’re using as their logo is a traditional mask that stands for good fortune.”
She starts to explain a bit more about the
character, but the second of the three men
behind the counter interrupts to shoo her
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SAKE AND SHOPPING AND MORE
Around the corner from Otafuku awaits a quintessential, quotidian Japanese experience: Sunrise Mart, the original outlet of what’s become a
mini-grocery store chain. It’s chockablock with
all the dashi and daikon a cook could covet, but
you may want to instead stock up on green tea,
mochi ice cream and Pocky chocolate sticks.
For a more, er, potent treat, turn back onto
Ninth Street to Sakaya (sakayanyc.com), the
city’s first and only all-sake liquor store. Rick
Smith, a former associate publisher at Food &
Wine magazine, and his wife, Hiroko Furukawa,
opened the store six years ago after being frustrated in their attempts to find the kind of sake
selection they desired. Now, he says, they enjoy
educating people as much as selling to them.
“The first words out of the mouths of just
about everyone who walks in here are, ‘I don’t
know a thing about sake. Help me,’ ” Smith
says with a laugh. With more than 100 brands
from almost all of Japan’s prefectures, there’s a
lot to learn. And, if you come at the right time,
to taste. Samplings and discussions are held
just about every Saturday evening.

“THE FIRST WORDS OUT
OF THE MOUTHS OF JUST
ABOUT EVERYONE WHO
WALKS IN HERE ARE,
‘I DON’T KNOW A THING
ABOUT SAKE. HELP ME.’”
Sakaya sake shop
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Before leaving the neighborhood, a coffee break might be in order. The just-opened
Hi-Collar (hi-collar.com)—courtesy of Bon
Yagi, who owns Otafuku and several other
restaurants in the area—is a spot-on merger
of Meiji-era Japan (1868–1912) with Shinjuku
chic, a blend of the luxe dark wood of Arts and
Crafts decor and the jazzy soundtrack and
minimalist brass accents and white stools
of a classic kissaten, or Japanese coﬀee shop.
The preferred methods of brewing are pour
overs and siphon pots—methods that have
spilled over to hipster cafes across the country.
Needless to say, this is not the place to go for a
20-ounce caramel frappuccino.
Stroll west to Broadway and south to SoHo,
where the two original U.S. locations of megaJapanese retailers Uniqlo (uniqlo.com) and Muji
(muji.us) still draw huge crowds even though
larger outlets have opened elsewhere in town.
With its ceiling-high piles of cashmere sweaters
and stacks and stacks of indigo jeans, Uniqlo
operates as a sort of Gap on stylin’ steroids,
boasting quality goods (mostly made in China
these days) at often astoundingly cheap prices.
What that brand is to rainbow-hued clothing,
Muji is to clean, neutrally colored household
goods. Practicality reigns here with a preponderance of cleaning and organizing tools, stationery, and kitchen and bath accessories in
white plastic, clear acrylic and honey bamboo,
along with greige recycled paper and fabric.
Nearby, you’ll find America’s only standalone Pleats Please (pleatspleaseshop.com),
which oﬀers the line of intricately crinkled creations from Issey Miyake. Similarly, the SoHo
location of Bape (bape.com) is the only U.S. outlet for the brand credited with introducing Japanese street fashion to our shores. Its limited
edition, $100 graﬃtied T-shirts and Day-Glo
high-tops skew young and male, but you can’t
get more Tokyo anywhere on the East Coast.
After Bape’s camouflage-patterned walls
and rap music, the whitewashed rooms of Kiteya (kiteya.com) seem like a breath of fresh air.
Perched amid river stones and bamboo trunks,
elegant items include an $80 pair of towels tied

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Candies at Minamoto
Kitchoan; Hi-Collar café; Korin knife shop;
standing outside Otafuku takeout eating octopus
and pancakes.

LOOKING AHEAD TO SPRING
JAPAN WEEK
Grand Central Terminal,
87 E. 42nd St.
Sponsored by the
Japan National Tourism Organization, this
event brings together
Japanese retailers and
restaurateurs to help
promote the culture
and cuisine of Japan.

JAPAN SOCIETY
333 E. 47th St.,
( japansociety.org,
212-832-1155)
This center maintains
a lively schedule of
exhibits, performing
arts and seminars
throughout the year.

SAKURA MATSURI
Brooklyn Botanical
Garden, 150 Eastern
Parkway (bbg.org,
718-623-7200)
This festival celebrates
the arrival of cherry
blossom season with
taiko drumming, tea
ceremonies, fashion
shows, and workshops
on bonsai and ikebana.

in gold ribbon and tassels, then rolled and packaged in a wood box; sheets of floral-patterned,
handmade washi paper; piles of vintage obis—
the wide sashes used to tie kimonos and now
suitable for use as anything from a table runner
to a wall hanging; and $180 decorative fans.
MORE DIVERSIONS AND DELIGHTS
The aura of Kiteya is intensified at TriBeCa’s
tony Greenwich Hotel, where the Shibui Spa
(thegreenwichhotel.com/shibui-spa) radiates
perfection. Recently opened to the public, the
spa oﬀers Japanese-inspired treatments as
well as lotions and potions made from azuki
beans, bamboo and ginger. But it’s the atmosphere and the materials used to attain it that
are most satisfyingly evocative. A lantern-lit
swimming pool and lounge rests under the
roof of a 250-year-old wood and bamboo farmhouse that was reconstructed by Japanese
craftsmen using an ancient method of wooden
pegs and knot-tying. The treatment rooms feature onsen—private bathing tubs—and tatami
mats for shiatsu massages. Don a light cotton
yukata, close your eyes and say ahhhh.
It’s a short walk from here to Korin (korin.
com), an insider’s haven of Japanese cooking
utensils and tableware. If you’ve ever marveled at a Ginsu knife’s cutting ability, head to
the back of the store where a virtual museum
displays everything from standard issue $400
carbon- and steel-paring knives to a $9,000
blade in its own golden, phoenix-emblazoned,
lacquered sheath.
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Knives are the tools of the trade at the
new restaurant Hirohisa (hirohisa-nyc.com).
A creamy white stucco exterior—bare except
for a small cutout of a window—hints at the
spareness of the blond maple- and whitesubway tiles of the interior. Blades are prominently displayed behind the dining counter
facing the kitchen because they’re central to
this restaurant’s kappo cuisine, a style of preparation that emphasizes seasonal ingredients
and relies in part on the chef’s artistry with a
knife. Kappo allows Hirohisa to provide more
variety than many authentic Japanese restaurants, which typically center on one style, like
yakitori, ramen or sushi.
To complete your mini-excursion to the
land of the rising sun, head back to the East
Village. When Chika Tillman opened ChikaLicious (chikalicious.com), dessert bars were
just a blip on the radar. Ten years later, with a
takeout spot across the street and expanded
hours at her original locale, the impish Tillman still runs the show. Instantly recognizable in her trademark cloche, she assembles
her elaborate creations as diners sit on simple
green stools at a marble counter. While sweets
aren’t a big part of Japanese cuisine, the delicate creations, served on bone china adorned
with floral patterns, are typical of the Frenchstyle places so popular among Tokyo’s young
ladies-who-pastry.
“The food isn’t really Japanese-inspired,”
says Tillman, who was born in Japan and
trained at the French Culinary Institute.
“Where you’ll see Japan-ness is in the presentation and,” she adds with a knowing chuckle,
“maybe the portions, which are quite small.”
One signature: the “cheesecake,” a vision in

BEFORE CALLING IT A
NIGHT, MAKE TIME FOR A
SAKE COCKTAIL AT THE
JAPANESE-OWNED ANGEL’S
SHARE, A BOÎTE THAT’S
BEEN AN INSIDER’S
HIDEAWAY
FOR 20 YEARS NOW.

TIME FOR MORE?
ELSEWHERE AROUND TOWN, THE FOLLOWING
ARE MUST-SEES FOR ANY JAPANATIC:
MINAMOTO
KITCHOAN
509 Madison Ave.
(kitchoan.com,
212-489-3747)
Green tea sponge
cakes, bean paste
doughnuts, sugared
yuzu—these desserts
may not be to everyone’s taste, but the
beautifully packaged
sweets make perfect hostess gifts or
souvenirs.

KINOKUNIYA
1073 Sixth Ave.
(kinokuniya.com,
212-869-1700)

BEARD PAPA’S
2167 Broadway
(beardpapas.com,
212-799-3770)

One-stop shopping,
with a comprehensive
selection of Englishlanguage books on
Japanese culture, tons
of manga, and delightful small gifts (textiles,
stationery and the like).
Best of all, the third
floor features a tearoom, fantastic views
of Bryant Park, and the
artisanal offerings of
Waza, a shop within
a shop.

The only Manhattan
outlet of this Japanese chain is worth
the detour to the
Upper West Side for
a late afternoon treat
of luscious cream
puffs, filled to order.

white that consists of a plate of fromage frais
sitting in a bath of heavy cream placed over a
bowl of ice. Indulge away, but save room for
the petits fours, which include pillowy coconut marshmallows, a cube of marble chocolate
cake and a mouth-tingling ginger cookie.
Before calling it a night, make time for a sake
cocktail at the Japanese-owned Angel’s Share,
a boîte that’s been an insider’s hideaway for 20
years now. To get there, ascend the stairs to Village Yokocho, a brightly lit and bustling izakaya
on Stuyvesant Street, a tiny diagonal street oﬀ
of Ninth Street. Once in the restaurant, make
a sharp left and push open the door, which
is marked discreetly with a sign that reads
“Quiet Please! (Behind This Door).” With its
Renaissance-style angel mural, its multipaned
windows, dark wood tables and William Morris-like floral print wallpaper, this is a sophisticated spot for adults who value good company
and conversation. And, like much of the Japanese experience in New York, it’s right in front
of you—if you know where to look.

Kiteya housewares
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